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this book on astrology is excellent in quality, form and content. in martin schulman's book, joy and

the part of fortune, he details and educates readers on a little-known aspect found on everyone's

natal charts, the part of fortune. it is a great resource for anyone interested in astrology at any level

of study. the information found within the book's 120 pages is easy-to-read and comprehensive.

don't let appearances fool you! despite its diminutive size, there is a wealth of information.

recommendation: keep a copy of your natal chart handy (complete with the part of fortune) as you

read the book. in this manner, you will be able to experience the validity, usefulness and beauty of

martin schulman's writings on the part of fortune firsthand. p.s. if you enjoy this book, i highly

recommend that you read other astrology books martin schulman has written. schulman's books

form the foundation of my astrological library, and i have yet to be disappointed when i encounter a

previously unread book by him.

I love this book. It very clearly tells you how the Part of Fortune in your natal chart affects your life

as regards your prosperity, your joy, your fulfillment, and some of the karma you may be dealing

with. I used this book to better understand myself, my spouse, my daughter, and my

grand-daughter. You need to have the natal chart with the Part of Fortune indicated on it so you can



see what zodiac sign it is in, and what house number it is in. If you have all that info, this book is

invaluable. Many of the free natal charts on line and even some astrology program softwares do not

automatically provide this info. The book shows you how to calculate the location if you have your

natal chart and all the degrees listed for the planet locations, but this is not an easy chore to do

manually unless you are fairly experienced in astrology. That said, this is the best book I have found

on the subject. I have been trying to collect all of this author's astrology books, but they appear to be

out of print, and I've had to search for them with "other sellers" since  no longer stocks them.

I've have studied and used Astrology many years: This is the first time I've found an Astrologer that

discusses the Part of Fortune, yet, in every Natal Chart there it sits, ignored.Reading Martin

Schulman has deepened my understanding, not only of what and how the part of Fortune works in

the natal chart, but gives me a deeper understanding of how all oppositions aids in the unfolding of

a higher consciousness.

martin schulman's books form the backbone of my astrological library. this book is no exception. in

it, he provides detailed descriptions of a less-mentioned aspect in everyone's natal charts - the part

of fortune. it is one of the few astrological books out there that explores the particular topic,

educating the reader in the process. don't let appearances deceive you when you receive this book.

despite the low page number (120) and its small-size, it provides a wealth of information that is

easy-to-read, in-depth and comprehensive. note: it is helpful for the reader to have your natal chart

handy (complete with the part of fortune) while you review this book. then, you will be able to see

and experience the usefulness, validity and beauty of martin schulman's shared astrological insights

for yourself! p.s. if you enjoy this book, i highly recommend that you read martin schulman's other

books. they are all excellent! :-)

Martin Schulman states that the Part of Fortune indicates where in the chart we can find our

greatest expression and joy. He delineates the Part of Fortune in the signs and Houses. The book is

brief -- a little over 100 pages. It is well written and makes interesting observations. Unfortunately,

several of his example charts are based on inaccurate birth data (at least when compared to the

data in AstroDataBank), which makes one wonder about the validity of his observations.

I was looking for more explanation of individual aspects and transists to and from the part of fortune,

which weren't included.



I have always found Martin Schulman's books to be very well written. They are easily understood

and make it easier to connect to an astrology chart. I am glad this book is a part of my library.

Thanks again Martin!

I have the other books in this series, which I highly recommend to anyone interested in how

astrology connects with past lives. This series is insightful.
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